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Abstract. We followup on a suggestion from Bullo and 
Lewis [ I ]  concerning the importance of geometric homo- 
geneity for mechanical systems. It is shown that controllabil- 
ity results for a large class of mechanical systems with drift 
can be recovered by considering a class of nonlinear dynam- 
ical systems satisfying certain homogeneity conditions. 
1 Introduction 
Mechanical control systems form a large and imponant sub- 
class of nonlinear control systems. Besides their practical 
utility, mechanical systems also have inherent structure that 
simplifies their analysis. Determining controllability for non- 
linear control systems is in general quite difficult. Sussmann 
[2] provides sufficient conditions to determine small-time lo- 
cal controllability, however there is factorial growth in the 
number of elements to test. Lewis and Murray [31 showed 
how the affine connection description of mechanical systems 
prunes the tests found in [Z] for the particular case of con- 
figuration conlrollability. Their work is applied to simple 
mechanical systerss, which are characterized by Lagrangians 
with kinetic and potential energy terms only; constraints may 
be included. In [I], Bullo and Lewis demonstrate that ge- 
ometric homogeneity is behind much of the siniplifications. 
They further argued that geomelric homogeneity should he a 
fruitful avenue of further study for nonlinear control systems. 
This is especially true given that analogous controllability re- 
sults have subsequently been found to hold for alternative ap- 
proaches to mechanical control systems [4, 5 ,  61. This pa- 
per develops the concept of geometric homogeneity for vec- 
tor bundles and demonstrates how geometric homogeneity is 
the connecting link to all of these seenungly related results. 
Section 2 reviews and develops homogeneity for application 
to homogeneous control systems. These methods are used 
to extend the configuration controllability theorems of Lewis 
and Murray to a generic vector bundle in Section 3. These re- 
sults are applied in Section 4 to various control sytems evolv- 
ing on vector bundles. As all of the instances have been stud- 
ied in the literature, the analysis demonstrates how they all 
may be placed within a common framework. 
2 Geometric Homogeneity and Vector Bundles 
Geometric homogeneity has been used in various studies of 
nonlinear dynamics and control. Controllability results often 
use dilations [2, 71. Mc'Closkey and Morin [SI use homo- 
geneity to obtain stabilizing controllers for certain nonlinear 
systems with drift. Crampin [SI uses homogeneity to study 
the geometry of Lagrangian systems. We seek to develop the 
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relevant ideas concerning geometric homogeneity in a more 
systematic manner. We first review relevant concepts and ter- 
minology from differential geometry [lo]. 
Vector Bundles. A (differentiable) fibre bundle (Q: T .  MI f) 
consists oE ( I )  a differentiable manifold Q called the total 
space (configuration space), (2) differentiable manifold A4 
called the base space, (3) differentiable manifold F called 
the fibre, and (4) a surjection R : Q + A4 called the projec- 
tion, together with compatibility conditions that will not he 
discussed. The fibre F is diffeomorphic to ~ - ' ( q ) ,  where 
q E A4. Given a fibre bundle T : Q + A4, a section 
U : A4 + Q is a smooth map satisfying T o ,T = idnr. The 
space defined by the collection of all sections on the fiber 
bundle Q is denoted by r(Q). It is itself a fiber bundle. 
A vector bundle ( E ,  T ,  M1 V) is fiber bundle whose typical 
fiber is a vector space. Given a vector bundle x : E 4 A<, 
the zero section, denoted by 00, is a smooth mapping which 
maps points in the base space to the zero vector, 
U O ( Z )  = 0, E E,> V Z  E M .  
As a vector space, the image of the zero section A4 x { 0 } 
is  isomorphic to the the base space, Ad. The manifold s m c -  
ture of E is obtained from local cham (U, $), which are also 
called local triiializations. In a local trivialization, the vector 
bundle is a direct product space, $ ( U )  c A{ x V. Often, 
when giving coordinate representations, we will simply refer 
to a local trivialization as E N M x V .  
If two bundles share the same base space, A4 = MI = Mz. 
they may be composed via thefiber product, denoted xnr, 
to form a new bundle QI xnr Qz. Let vector bundles El and 
E2 have a common base space. Their fiber product, Wliimq 
sum, is denoted E1 !3 Ez. In a local trivialization, the Whitney 
sum is, El EZ M x VI x V,. 
Let the tangent space, T M ,  to M, have the local trivializa- 
rion, T M  N A4 x W ,  where 14' models the tangent fiber of 
A!. The fiber of the tangent space to a vector space can be 
modelled by the vector space itself, TV N V x I/. The lo- 
cal trivialization to the tangent space T E ,  can he given by, 
T E  A( x V x IY x V ,  where M x V represents the vector 
bundle, and W x V represents the tangent fiber to the vector 
bundle. The trivialization suggests two projection operators 
for T E ,  p1 and h. The operator pz is only locally defined (it 
depends on the local trivialization). In a local trivialization, 
PI and p~ operate as follows, 
pi(q.u:w,u) = ( q > u , W , O ) :  and 
(1) PZ(Q. U, w: w )  = (9: 21, 0> U). 
Locally, pl = idTE - p2. 
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Geometric Homogeneity. Much of the terminology concem- 
ing geometric homogeneity can be found in Crampin [9] or 
Kawski [7]. Geometric homogeneity is defined using the di- 
lation operator &, which dilates the vector fiber, 
& : E - E:  ( z u )  H ( z : e ' ~ ) .  (2) 
The dilation operator satisfies (5,)' = JPt .  Corresponding to 
the dilation is its infinitesimal generator, A, a vector field on 
E. In a local trivialization, the generator is, 
(3) 
An alternative to the dilation operator exchanges the additive 
property of the dilation with a multiplicative one, 
(4) 5,  = 5(n(c) : E - E. (.,,U) ++ (z, C.) 
Our working definition of homogeneity follows 
Definition 1 A mapping beween bundles P : El + E2 is 
homogeneous of order p if'2 o 6, = 6, o Q. 
The two bundles need not have the same base nor fiber. We 
assume that P is a smooth function defined over E,  and that 
all vector bundles are finite dimensional. Below, E1 and E2 
are vector bundles. 
Proposition 1 1111 All smoothfrmctions, P : El - E2 of 
homogeneous order 0 are equivalent tri mappings of the ;em- 
section on E1 into E2. 
Proposition 2 [ I O ]  The only smooth functions, P : El - 
E2 of homogeneous order - p  for  p > 0 are mappings of tlie 
zem section on E1 to the zem-section on E2. 
Proposition 3 I l l ]  If* : E1 + E2 ishomogeneousoforder 
p 2 1, then P evaluated on the zem section of E, resiilts in 
the iem section of E*. 
Note that configuration controllability evaluations are made 
around the zero section of a vector bundle; the above homo- 
geneity results will allow certain vector fields to be ignored. 
This is precisely how Lewis and Murray [3] achieved a sim- 
plification of Sussmann's controllability theorem. 
The Tangent Bundle and Vector Fields. We focus now on 
the geometric homogeneity properties of the tangent bundle 
T E ,  and of the space of vector fields X ( E ) .  Using the pro- 
jection operator there is a natural notion of vertical for TE.  
Definition 2 The vertical bundle over E, denoted by .VE, is 
tlie subbundle o fTE given by die union of T?r-'(Oq)for all 
p E Q. A vector in T E  is vertical ifit lies in the kernel of Tn. 
Definition 3 There is a canonical isomorphism bemeen 
E xnr E and V E ,  called the vertical lift It i s  given by, 
A complementary horizontal subbundle can be defined using 
a connection form, also called an Ehresmann connection. 
Definition 4 An Ehresmann connection, A, is a venical val- 
ued one form on a manifold Q that satisfies, 
1. A, : To& + V,Qisa linearriiapforeaclipointq E Q. 
2. A is a pmjection, A o A = A. 
The horizontal subbundle HE is equal to the kemel of the 
Ehresmann connection. The natural projection operator, p2, 
locally defines a trivial connection on TE. 
P2. (6) 
This locally defined trivial connection will be evaluated on 
the zero section according to the local controllability tests to 
be defined. Horizontal vectors are isomorphic to vectors on 
the tangent bundle of the base space via the bundle projection, 
Tn.. 
Definition 5 The vertical subspace X " ( E )  C X(E) ,  con- 
sists of all vectorfields that are veriical f o r  all points in E. 
Proposition4 I f X .  Y f X"(E) ,  then [X, Y ]  E XV(E) .  
The notion of homogeneity extends to vector fields via A. 
Definition 6 A vectorfield X E X ( E )  is saidto be homoge- 
neousoforderpif; [A_X] = p X , f o r p  > -2. 
Under the trivial splitting of vector fields into horizontal and 
vertical, the dilation vector field has the following properties, 
Proposition 5 [ I l l  Let A be the injinitesinial generator cor- 
responding to tlie dilation action, &. Given a vector field 
X E X(E) ,  tliefollo~ingpmperties Aold: 
1. [A, X H ]  is horizontal, arid 
2. [A, X"] is vertical, 
At''" T E  - V E ,  At'" = 
f o r  the trivial decomposition, X = X H  + X", of X into 
horizontal and vertical components, respectively. 
Proposition 6 Given X ,  Y E X ( E )  homogeneous of orderp 
and q, respectively, [X: Y ]  is homogeneous of order p + q. 
Proposition I [ I l l  Any mapping P : E - Epreserving the 
base, Le., n = li o P, aridhomogeneousoforderp, loses one 
degree of honiogeneify when lffed via Eq. (5). i.e.. ' P I i f t  is 
honiogeneous of orderp - 1. 
Corollary 1 Given a section of the vector bundle E, its ver- 
tical lip is  homogeneous of order -1. 
As stated next, the converse to the corollary also holds. 
Proposition 8 [9]Allvectarfields ofhomogeneousorder -1 
are the vertical lift of a section of E. 
Proposition 9 [ ] I ]  Using tlie trivial horizontal connection, 
tlie decomposition of the vectorfield X = X H  + Xv ofho- 
niogeneous order p has tlie following pmperties: 
I. X H  is in 1-1 correspondence with Y E C" (E ,  T M )  
where Y is homogeneous of orderp. 
2. Xv is in I - I  correspondance with 'PIift, where P E 
C" (El E )  is homogeneousof orderp + 1. 
This is analogous to the discussion following Eq. (3.1) in [I]. 
Corollary 2 For X, Y E X ( E )  vertical lffs, [ X :  Y ]  = 0. 
The Jacobi identity implies a symmetry of the following 
bracket construction. 
Corollary 3 If X, Y E X ( E )  are vertical ips, then 
[X: [r? Y ] ]  = [Y, [r, X]] , fo r  any r E X (E) .  
Via Corollary 3, the (2,1)-tensor [., [r, .]] may be used to de- 
fine a symmetric product for lifted vector fields. 
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Definition 7 The symmetric product of lifted vector fields 
using the vector field r E X ( E )  is defined to be, 
where X, Y E X ( E )  l@ed vectorfields. 
We will simply write ( X : Y ) without reference to the vec- 
tor field r when the context is clear. The symmetric prod- 
uct was originally derived and defined using the Riemmanian 
or affine connection structure of simple mechanical systems 
[12, 31, and is known to be derivable from the description 
above. The symmetric product, therefore, can be used in a 
more general setting. What is critical to simple mechanical 
systems is not the symmetric product alone, but the homoge- 
neous structure implied by the Lagrangian framework fmrn 
which such systems are derived. The homogeneous structure 
will imply that it is only Jacobi-Lie brackets with a struc- 
ture similar to the one above that will be imponant from both 
control theoretic and dynamical systems perspectives. This is 
made more explicit through the use of a gradation. 
Gradations of Homogeneous Spaces. Define the vector sub- 
bundle of homogeneous order k to be 
Ph I { X E X ( E )  I X is of homogeneous degree !i. } . 
Propositions 2 and 6 imply that: ( I )  [Pi.Pj] C Pi+& and (2) 
P, = { a } ,  VI; < -1. Accordingly, we may define the 
following union of homogeneous spaces, 
M k  = @iz!lP; (7) 
which inherit the properties of its constitutive sets, ( I )  
[Mi,Mj] c Mi+,, and (2) Mi = { 0 )  , V z c -1. It 
can be seen that M-1 = P-1, meaning that it is the most 
"basic" nontrivial space. Consequently, the spaces MI; form 
a gradation. For the systems that we will study, the vector 
field r is restricted to not exceed homogeneous order 1, e.g. 
r E M ~ .  Therefore, (XI!" : ~ 1 ; " ) ~  E M - ~  is again 
a lifted vector field. Most importantly, this implies that the 
symmetric product commutes with other lifted vector fields. 
Definition 8 A rionliiteurconlrol system with d r f f  is  calleda 
1-homogeneous control system i f the  driji vectorfield is an 
element of M I  and the control vectorfields are elements of 
M-1.  
3 Control of Dynamical Systems 
This core section of the paper develops the main controllabil- 
ity results for I-homogeneous systems. We first review ba- 
sic definitions for controllability of nonlinear affine control 
systems, as well as free Lie and symmetric algebras. Subse- 
quently, the configuration controllability theorems analogous 
to those of Lewis and Murray [3] are presented. 
We focus on nonlinear control systems in affine control form, 
i = f ( z )  + % ( Z ) U " ( t ) ,  (8) 
where f E X ( E )  is the drifr uectorjeld and the ga E X ( E )  
are control vectorfields. The variable z evolves on the vector 
bundle E,  and there are m system inputs, a = 1 . . . m. The 
control inputs U" are piecewise constant. 
Definition 9 The system (8) is controllable iffor any i o ,  zf E 
E, there exists admissable controls U' ( t )  such that the system 
evolving via (8) and starting at 20 reaches z j  infinite time. 
Let RU (zo. T )  denote the set of reachable points in E at time 
T > 0, starting at point zo and using admissable controls, 
u"(t),  such that the trajectories remain in the neighborhood 
U of io for all t 2 T .  Define. 
R % O )  = Uo<t<rRu(zo,t) (9) _ _  
Definition 10 The nonlinear control system (8) is locally ac- 
cessible iffor all i E E, R g ( z )  contains a non-empt). open 
subset of E for all T > 0 arid U C E. 
Definition 11 A systeiii (8) is small-time locally controllable 
(STLC) at i o  ifit  is locally accessible at zo arid ifthere exists 
a T > 0 such rhat -LO is  in tlie interior of R Y ( z o )  for  euev  
neighborliood U of zo and 0 5 t 5 T. Ifthis holdsfor arly 
z E E, the spteni  is  small-time locally controllable. 
Configuration Controllability. If one is only interested in 
control of the base space A I ,  and not of the vector fiber, then 
only coi?fgur-arion contmllubilify of the system is needed, 
wheretheconfignrationsareelementsof Af .  LetRC"(xo.T) 
denote the set of reachable configurations in M at time T > 
0, starting at point O,, E E and using admissable controls, 
u"(t ) ,  such that the trajectories remain in the neighborhood 
U of xo for all t 5 T .  Define, 
Definition 12 [ 3 ] A  system (8) is locally configuration acces- 
sible at xo E A,! ifthere exists a T > 0 such that R C ~ ( x 0 )  
contains a non-eiiipty open set of M for  all neighborhoods U 
of xo and all 0 5 t 5 T. Ifthis holds for  any xo E M ,  then 
tlie system i s  locally configuration accessible. 
Definition 13 [ 3 ] A  system (8) is small-time locally configu- 
ration controllable (STLCC) at xo ifit is locally con@gurarion 
accessible at xo and if there exists a T > 0 such that xo is in 
the interior of RCY(xo) for evev  nei,qhborhoodU of xo arid 
0 5 t 2 T. If this holds for any x E AI,  then the system is 
culled small-time locally configuration controllable. 
Definition 14 The equilibrium subspace, ct c E, of system 
(8) consists of tlie elements of the zero section of E where 
i = 0. 
Definition 15 [3] A system (8) is equilibrium controllable if; 
for ilr ta E e, fhere exists a solution (cl U) of (8) where c : 
[O,T] - Q is such that c(0) = +I), c ( T )  = ~(22). and 
both c'(0) = c'(T) = 0. 
The remaining subsections develop sufficient conditions for 
STLCC in our extended homogeneous context. 
3.1 Configuration Controllability revisited 
Here, we extend the work of [3] from simple mechanical con- 
trol systems to the broader context of 1-homogeneous control 
systems. The resulting conditions apply to an enlarged class 
of systems, and reproduce many known results on controlla- 
bility of mechanical or nonlinear affine control systems. The 
content and structure found in Snssmann [2], and Lewis and 
Murray [3], is assumed familiar to the reader. We develop our 
ideas using the same language and construction. 
The standard control form will be rewritten as, 
i = XS + Y:"(z)u~. (11) 
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where XS E X ( E )  is the drift vector field, the Ytft E 
X ( E )  are control vector fields, and the ua are inputs, for 
a = 1 . .  . m. The vector fields must obey the I-homogeneity 
requirements. We consider the case X S  E PI @ P-I c M I ,  
which covers simple mechanical systems plus additional me- 
chanical systems'. Consequently, X S  can be written2 as, 
(12) 
lift x S = r - z  ~ 
where r E PI and Z"" E P-I. The control vector fields 
must satisfy Ytft E 'El, as implied by the fact that they are 
lifts. 
In what follows we will relate the control system (11) to free 
Lie algebras. Sussmarm's work has demonstrated that much 
progress can be achieved by examining an algebraic abstrac- 
tion of the control system. By placing the two descriptions 
in bijective correspondance, properties of the free Lie algebra 
translate to properties of the original control system. Geo- 
metric homogeneity fits within this algebraic realization; we 
need only examine how bracketing affects the homogeneous 
order of elements of free Lie algebras. 
Free Lie algebras. Consider a finite set X = 
{ Xol XI. . . .  XI } of elements. The free Lie algebra, de- 
noted L(X),  is the involutive closure of X under Jacobi-Lie 
brackets. Denote by Br(X) the subset of L(X) containing 
only products (i.e. brackets) of elements in X ;  this subset 
will generate L(X) as a W-vector space (see Prop. 10). Con- 
sequently, we need only consider the generating set, B r ( X )  
instead of the full set L(X).  
For each element B E B r ( X ) ,  let 6,(X) be the number of 
times that the element X,, a = 0:. . . . l ,  occurs in B. The 
degree of B, denoted 6 ( 8 ) ,  is the sum of the 6.'~: d(B)  
6o(B) + E:=, 6,(8). The relative degree, denoted by 8(.), 
is the difference between 60 and the sum of the 6,'s for a = 
1..  . l :  b (B)  &(B)  - &(B) .  
Proposition 10 131 E v e q  elemenr of L(X) is a linear corn- 
binarion of repeated brackets of the form, 
[Xh IXk-I. I . .  . > IXZ.XI1.. .I11 
where Xi E X, i = 1:.  . . . k. 
Connection to Vector Fields. A family of vectorfields on the 
manifold Q is a subset V c X ( Q ) .  The family may he used 
to define a distribution on Q, 
LIP(..) = spanR { X ( z )  I X E V }  (13) 
The smallest Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra, X ( Q ) ,  is the 
set of vector fields on Q generated by repeated Lie brackets 
of elements in V .  This Lie subalgebra, which will he used for 
small-time controllability results, is generated by the free Lie 
algebras previously described. 
Let X and V be in bijective correspondence via the bijection, 
q5 : X - V .  A Lie algebra homomorphism between L(X)  
and X ( Q ) ,  is defined by Ev(b)  : L(X) 4 X ( Q ) ,  
Ev(4).  U I  @.. .  B u ~  ++ Q(uI ) .  ... . ~ ( u Y ) :  (14) 
where the products,. , correspondto Jacohi-Lie brackets. The 
smallest Lie subalgebra of X(Q) containing V ,  is the image 
' T h e h l l c a e X ~  E M ~ c a n b e f o u n d i n l l l ] .  
'The m i n u  sign in X s  = r - Zlif' is an anifact of the simple mechan- 
ical systems paradigm, and comes fmm the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
of Ev(4) (L(X)), which shall be denoted G ( V )  and called 
the involufive closure of V .  
When evaluated at a point, y E Q, the homomorphism 
Evq(4) maps L ( X )  into TqQ. The Lie algebra rank condi- 
tion (LARC) at y is satisfied if, 
EVq(d) (L(X))  = TqQ. 
or, equivalently, 
rank(G(V) )  = dimQ: 
for 6 : X + V ,  where V = { f,g1.. . . I gm ). LARC is used 
to determine local accessibility, from which small-time local 
controllability may follow under additional requirements. 
The condition still applies if Q is the vector bundle E. 
Properties of and Computations with the Free Lie Alge- 
bra. The sets that are typically placed into bijective cor- 
respondence are X' and V' = { XS, Y:ft,. . . , YLft }, Eq. 
(11). The bijection will take XA to XS E M I ,  and XL 
to Ytft  E M-, ,  a = 1 . .  . m. Instead, decompose the 
drift XS into its two homogeneous components, Eq. (12). 
The sets in bijective correspondence will be X and V = 
and the X, will map to Ydift for a = 1 . .  . m, and X,,,+l will 
map to Z"", all elements off RI. T h e  link between the two 
sets, X and X', will be discussed shortly. 
Define the following notation, 
{ r, yyft>. . . ~ yift: z"" }. NOW, x0 will map to r E p1 ,  
Brr (X)  = { B  E B r ( X )  I6(B) = k} 
B T B ( X )  = { B E Br(X) I b(B) = k }  
B r k ( X )  is the set of elements in B r ( X )  whose degree is 
k, whereas Brk(X) is the set of elements in B r ( X )  whose 
relative degree is It. 
Definition 16 [3] Lef B E B~o(X)UBT-I(X) and let 
BI, Bz. BII, BIZ ,  BZI, BZZ, .. . be fhe component de- 
composition of B. We shall say that B is primitive ifeach of 
i?scomponenfsisinB~-~(X)UBro(X)U{Xo). 
Some observations may be made about primitive brackets. 
Observation 1 [3]  If B E Br-1 is  primitive, then, up fo 
sign, we may wrife B = [BI, 821 wifh B1 E Br- l (X)  and 
Bz E Bro(X).  
Observation 2 [3] IfB E Bro(X) isprimirive, fhen, up fo 
sign, B may have one of fwo forms. Either B = [Xo, B1] wifh 
BI E BT-I(X) primitive, or B = [BI,Bz] wifh B1,Bz E 
BTO(X) primitive. 
Lemma 1 131 Ler us impose fhe condifion on elements of 
B r ( X )  fhaf we shall consider a bracket fo be  zem if any 
of ifs components are in Br- j (X)  for  j 2 2. Let B E 
B ~ ~ ( X ) U B T - I ( X ) .  Then B is f h e f n i f e  sum ofprimifive 
brackets. 
Observation 3 [ ] I ]  IfB E Bro(X),  then B may be wriften 
as  1x0, Bl], wifh B1 E Br-1 (X). o r  as the Sum of repeated 
brackets of such forms, i.e., elements that look like 
IC,, ICi-I: I . .  . , [CZ, Cll. . .I11 
n6ere the Cd E Bro(X) are, up  to sign, of the form [XO. C;I] 
wifh C,, E E k I ( X ) ,  
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The set X ,  under the evaluation map Ev(.), does not corre- 
spond to the vector fields found in equation (1 1); the proper 
set to use is X ' .  A method to equate an element of B T ( X ' )  
to elements of B T ( X )  must be given. This will require defin- 
ing the mapping '3 and the set S(.) c B r ( X ) .  Suppose that 
B' E B r ( X ' ) ,  then given that X maps onto X ' ,  it is possible 
to write B' as a R-linear sum of elements in B r ( X ) .  These 
primitive elements define the set S(B'). 
Lemma 2 [3] The iiiappirig 0 : B T ( X ' )  - L ( X )  is, 
@(B') = ( - I ) ~ ~ ~ + ~ ( ~ ) B .   for^' E B ~ ( x ' ) .  
B € S ( B ' )  
Intuitively, the element B' E B r ( X ' )  is converted to a sum 
of elements in B r ( X )  by replacing XA with Xo - X,+1 
and equating X: with X, for a = 1..  . m, then using the 
multi-linearity of the iterated Jacobi-Lie bracket to obtain a 
sum of Jacobi-Lie brackets, which comprise the set S ( B ' )  c 
B r ( X ) .  A simple example is the following, 
The two iterated Jacobi-Lie brackets, [ X I . [ X o ,  X Z ] ]  and 
[X1:[Xm+1,Xz]],formthesetS(B'), wherethesignoftheir 
contribution is related to the degree &,+I (.). 
Free Symmetric algebras. Consider the finite set Y = 
{ X1:. . . ~ The free symmetric algebra, denoted 
S ( Y ) ,  generated by Y is the closure under the synmetric 
product, 
Denote by P T ( Y )  the subset of S(Y) containing only prod- 
ucts (i.e. symmetric products) of elements in Y. Let y , ( X )  
be the number of times that the element X,, a = 1 ~ . . . .1+ 1, 
occurs in P E P r ( Y ) .  The degree of P E P r ( Y )  denoted 
y(.), is the sum of the -,'S. y ( P )  = ~ ~ ~ 1 1  - /o(P),  where 
XO E X maps to r E X ( E )  under d. 
The set Y will be bijective to Y = { Yy": . . . ,%l i f t ;  2"" } 
via the bijection $ : Y - Y.  The bijection II. may be ex- 
tended naturally to obtain a homomorphism from S(Y) to 
X ( E ) .  When evaluated for P E S ( Y ) ,  at a point z E E, the 
map that results, denoted by Ev($), is 
Evz($)(P) ( E v ( $ ) ( P ) )  (16) 
Consequently, the symmetric closure may be defined 10 be the 
image under the free symmetric algebra, 
}.. 
( X a  : Xb)-[Xb:[x03Xal]: (15) 
= Im (Ev(I)(S(Y))) .  (17) 
Properties of and Computations with the Free Symmetrie 
Algebra The set used to create the free symmetric algebra, 
Y, is really a subset of X ,  the set used to create the free Lie 
algebra. By definition of the product used in the free symniet- 
ric algebra, its properties translate to the appropriate subset of 
the free Lie algebra. 
Observation 4 [ I / ]  Suppose that B is a priinitive. I fB  E 
Br-1 ( X ) ,  then B E S ( Y ) .  
This observation is analogous to Lemma 5.6 parl (i) of [3]. 
3.1.1 Free Algebras and Homogeneity: Here we re- 
late the algebraic property of relative degree to geometric ho- 
mogeneity, and examine the consequences. 
Lemma 3 [ I  I ]  Let 1 2 1 he an integer and let B E Brl ( X ) .  
ThenEv(4 ) (B) (Oq)  = Oforallq E Q. 
Proof: The relative degree gives the homogeneous order of 
the resulting vector field. When evaluated on the zero section, 
homogeneity of order 1 2 1 implies that the result is the zero 
Lemma 4 Ler 1 2 2 be on integer; and let B E B r - , ( X ) .  
Then E v ( $ ) ( B )  = 0. 
Proof: For 1 2 2, the space only contains the zero vector 
The homogeneous structure of the nonlinear system implies 
that only the brackets that reside in PO cE P-I when evalu- 
ated on the zero section of E, will give contributions to the 
controllable Lie subalgebra. The homogeneous structure also 
implies that the brackets of P-1 will be vertical elements, 
and the brackets of Po evaluated on the zero section will be 
horizontal elements, using the trivial connection. 
vector, c.f. Proposition 3. m 
field, c.f. Proposition 2. 
3.1.2 STLC in the algebraic sense: In order to deter- 
mine STLC using the Lie algebra rank condition, Sussmann 
needed the notion of a good and a bad bracket. 
Definition 17 [Z] An elenient B E B T ( X )  is called bad if 
6, (B) i seuenforal la  = l . . . m , a r i d i f 6 0 ( B )  isodd. I f B i s  
not bad, then it is good 
In addition, Sussmann utilized the permutation group S, of 
permutations using m symbols. An element U E S, takes the 
m elements X ,  E X ,  and maps them to Xr<a)  E X. The set 
of all possible permutations can be used to define a bracket 
permutation, 0 : B r ( X )  + B r ( X )  for B E B T ( X ) .  
Sussman's general derivation, relying on the standard form of 
the nonlinear control equation ( S ) ,  culminated in the theorem, 
Theorem 1 [ZILet 4 : X + { f. g1 ~. . . ~ g, }, be a bijection 
sending XO to f and X, to 9. for a = 1 . .  . m. Suppose 
that (8) is such that eoery bad bracket B E B r ( X )  has the 
properv that 
E v z ( 4 )  M B ) )  = C C a E v z ( 4 )  ( G I  
where C, are good brackets in B r ( X )  of loner degree than 
B and E" E R for a = 1 . . . k. Also suppose that ( 8 )  satisfies 
the U R C  at 2. Then (8) is STLC at x .  
Lewis examined the svucture of simple mechanical systems 
to refine this idea for configuration controllability. In partic- 
ular, only the brackets in the homogeneous space B T - I ( X )  
can result in bad brackets. The search for bad brackets is re- 
duced to examination of the symmetric products only. Define 
$ to be the bijection Y = { X I , .  . . , X,+I } ++ Y.  
Definition IS An elenlent P E P r ( Y )  is called bad i f y , ( P )  
is even for each a = 1 . . . m. I fP is not bad then it is good 
Theorem 2 [3] Consider the bijection $ : Y + Y ,  n'hich 
sends X, to Ytft fora  = 1 . .  . m, and XI+I  to Z"". Suppose 
that (11) is  such that evely bad syiiinietric product in P E 
Pr(Y)  has the property that 
k 
a=1 
k 
E\,o,($)(p(P)) = ~ ~ E v o , ( I I . ) ( C G )  (18) 
a=1 
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where C, are good synimetric pmducts in P r ( Y )  of lower 
degree than P and & E W for  a = 1 , .  . . . k. Also, suppose 
that (11) is locally configuration accessi6Ie at x .  Then ( 1 1 )  is 
STLCC at x. 
This theorem was proven for the case that E = TQ, and 
is precisely the theorem that will he recreated for a 1- 
homogeneous control system evolving on a generic vector 
bundle Configuration controllability will imply controllabil- 
ity of the base space, M, of the vector bundle, E. 
3.2 Conditions for Configuration Controllability 
Up to this point, we have given and proven the analogous 
theorems derived in [3] for use within the context of 1- 
homogeneous control sytems. Consequently, all of the theo- 
rems concerning configuration controllability may now hold 
for these homogeneous control sytems without modification 
of the proofs from Lewis and Murray [3]. As configuration 
controliahility analysis occurs on the zero section of T E ,  we 
need some preliminary results characterizing the zero section. 
Lemma 5 Let x E A l .  Then, 
~ ~ ~ ~ , ( o ~ ) n v ~ ~ ~ = ~ -  sJm[m(4'  ( 0 ~ ) :  and 
= Dr;;(lr.Gcy,l)(Oz) 
Lemma 5 allows us to compare the involutive closures on the 
right hand side with the horizontal and vertical distributions 
of the trivial connection to come up with equivalent state- 
ments for the free Lie algebra, L ( X ) .  In the presence of a 
nonvanishing potential, additional work is needed to demon- 
strate that the Lie algebra L(X')  is represented by L(X), or 
equivalently B r ( X ' )  is represented by Br(X) .  The hrack- 
ets in B r ( X )  neeed to be equated with brackets in Br(X') ,  
ulhich is done via the replacement operator, 
Definition 21 Tlie horizontal and vertical distributions are 
dejined to be, 
Chor(V') U ~ E Z + C ~ ~ ( V I ) .  O l d  
c"er(V') = uk,Z+cE(uo. 
All of the fundamental work to prove the following statement 
has been completed. 
Proposition 11 Let x E M. Then, 
D,p,l(Oz)nHo,E = Ch0r(V')(0,): arid 
D ~ ( ~ . ) ( O , ) ~ V ~ , E  = C ~ ~ ~ ( V X O ~ )  
Configuration controllability tests may now follow. 
Theorem 3 131 The coritml system (11) is locally conijigura- 
rion accessible a t z  E M ifCho,(V')(O,) = H0.E. 
The padal  converse proven for the case when there is no po- 
tential also holds. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that ZLift = 0 and ( 1 1 )  is locally con- 
jguration accessi6le. Then ch,,(v')(oq) = Ho, E for  Q in 
an open dense subset of Q. 
Theorem 5 Suppose that Y is srrch that every bad symmetric 
pmduct in  P r ( Y )  has tlie p m p e q  that 
m 
EVO, (+)(dp)) = CaE\'a, (+)(Ca) 
where C,, are good symnietric pmducts in P r ( Y )  of lower 
degree flint P and E. E E% for  a = 1 . . . m. Also, suppose that 
(11) is locally configuration accessible at x E M .  Then (11) 
is  STLCC at x .  
Corollary 4 Suppose that the hypoflieses of Tlim. 5 hold for  
all x E M .  Then the system (11) is equilibrium contmllable. 
a=1 
Definition 19 The reidaceinenf oneloto,: Rer, : B d X )  + A Runmnler , .  . 1.-1... ~.- -  
Br(X') ,  operates as follows: given an elenlent B E B r ( X ) ,  
all instances of X o  E X and 
XA € X', and all instances of X, are replaced with X; for  
E x are replaced In this section, we will take various known analyses of con- 
trollability for choices of the vector bundle E.  
The Taneent Bundle. Let E = T M .  In a local trivi- a = 1 . .  .m. 
The term X,+l evaluates to the vector field Z"" which can- 
not occur on its own, it is part of the drift vector field. The 
reDlacement maD resDects this fundamental fact. Define the ~. 
function 6 to map B r ( X )  into Br(X' ) ,  then finally into 
L ( W .  - 6 : B r ( X )  - L(X): 9 = 9 o Rep (19) 
Definition 20 The 1iori:ontol and 1,erticol distributions cor- 
responding to Brk (X') ore, 
Cg!(V') = {Ev(d)(E)[E = &(B).  
v B E ~ ~ y x )  n B?~(X)}  
C!ji!(V') = {Ev(r$)(E)/ E = & ( E ) ,  
VBtBr"(X)nBr- , (X)}  
We may now define the horizontal and vertical distributions 
by taking the union over all k G Z+. 
alization,-the second iterated tangent bundle takes the form 
T ( T Q )  E Q x E x E x E. Thus both the vertical and hor- 
izontal subspaces of T(TQ) can he identified with TQ. This 
fact lies behind much of the simplification that occurs in [31. 
In particular, 
[r. x:ft] E H E  and T~ ([r. x;"]) = -xa. 
Consequently, [ [r, X;"] , [I-, Xkn]] - [X,, XI,] , where 
the Jacobi-Lie bracket of the right hand side is of vector 
fields in X(A4) instead of X ( T M ) ,  meaning that the space 
( [ r . G ( Y ) ] )  can now he given by Lie Jj , where the 
set is uniquely defined by 5"" I y.  Additionally there ex- 
ists a symmetric product defined on X ( M )  such that the op- 
eration of vertical lifting commutes with the symmetric prod- 
net. The space G ( Y )  can now he given by Sym(Y). 
Essentially, all of the calculations drop to T M ,  resulting in 
computational and notational reductions, precisely as empha- 
sized by Lewis and Murray [3]. Many known canonical fornis 
are instances of this type. Given a second order vector field, 
X E X(TQ),ifitisofhomogeueousorder+l,itissaidtohe 
- (-1 
_ -  
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a spray [IO]. There exists a bijection between linear symmet- 
ric connections and sprays (an affine connection and its re- 
lated Christoffel symbols form such a bijection); see [9, IO]. 
Therefore, controllability analysis of any second order vector 
field such that XS E (PI CB P-l )  is of this type. 
The Cotangent Bundle. Controllability analysis can be per- 
formed on the cotangent bundle just as easily as on the tan- 
gent bundle. A notable exception is that the identification of 
the horizontal and vertical tangent spaces of T(T’Q)  with the 
covector bundle T’Q is not made. Analysis on the cotangent 
bundle is useful for Hamiltonian systems, although we are 
unaware of any research that studies how the Lie-algebraic 
structure of Hamiltonian systenis may be used for control. 
Constrained Mechanical Systems. Controllability for sys- 
tems with nonholonomic velocity constraints can be ad- 
dressed using this theory. While affine connections and con- 
straints are compatible, we focus on another approach that de- 
scribe constraints via an Ehresmann connection, A : TQ + 
V Q ,  on a fiber bundle Q with bundle projection i : Q + A f  
and model fiber S [13]. The appropriate vector bundle is 
E E A f  x S x V .  where V is the model vector space for 
the tangent bundle TA[, and A[ x S i e e  base space. Con- 
figuration controllability uses E( [r, Sym(Y]), see [ 5 ] .  
In this example the tangent bundle T E  cannot be identi- 
fied with E, so simplification does not occur. However, the 
configuration controllability test is equivalent to taking Lie 
brackets of horizontally lifted vector fields in X ( M ) ’ ,  which 
is equivalent to having the local curvature form, B L ~ J T ,  s)  
of the Ehresmann connection, and its higher-order covariant 
derivatives. Constraint reduction simplifies the controllability 
analysis to the connection form only. 
If the fiber is a Lie group, S = G, and the equations of 
motion are group invariant4, then we are in the principal 
bundle case. The local form of the principal connection, 
dloC(r) : T,M -, 0 ,  only depends on the base space. Con- 
figuration controllability is further reduced to analysis of the 
associated adjoint bundlei, recovering [14, 151. 
Constrained Mechanical Systems with Symmetry 
For some systems, the constraints do not span the Lie algebra, 
g, of the Lie group, G, meaning that not all of the fiber is 
constrained. Let the control system in question evolve on a 
principal bundle : Q - M ,  with Lie group G. The system 
will evolve on the vector bundle E % TAf x G x V ,  with base 
diffeomorphic to A f  x G, and vector bundle diffeomorphic to 
W x V ,  where WistheniodelfiberforthetangentspaceTAl. 
Typically, the vector space V will be either the Lie algebra g, 
or its dual g’. The homogeneous analysis will recover the 
controllability results from both instances. For V = 0 ,  this 
recovers the work of Cort6s et al. (41, and for V = g’ this 
recovers Ostrowski and Burdick [6] .  
5 Conclusion 
This paper explored the role of geometric homogeneity on 
the evolution of control systems on vector bundles and de- 
veloped a controllability a test analagous to those for simple 
mechanical systems, hut at a more general level. Additional 
accessibility tests are given in [I I], as configuration control 
?The horizontal lift is using the consmint connection form. 
‘Typically this arises from group invariant Lapngim and conswaints. 
does not suffice for all types of mechanical systems. 
It would clearly be useful to design control laws from the 
controllability analysis. This has been done in the simple me- 
chanical system framework by Bullo [16]. In related work, 
the authors have developed a generalized averaging method 
for nonlinear systems that recovers the synuuetric products 
and Lie brackets needed for control. This technique general- 
izes the body of work on motion control algorithms to arbi- 
trary 1-homogeneous control systems, just as this paper gen- 
eralizes the body of work on controllability for simple me- 
chanical systems. A companion paper discusses this tech- 
nique[l7]. 
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